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  WOMEN’S MARKET, ZA’ATARI 

- Answering to the need of spaces for women! 

Sister Empowerment in Za’atari!  
 

„In Za’atari men are dominating, so women prefer to be in places where there is no mixing with males. And 

regarding what I see, women are always seeking job vacancies. In our (NRC) training center women come to 

learn a skill, but actually after the course they tell us that being gathered in one place with each other and 

have the chance to make friends was one of the greatest benefits they had. So by coming to our center we 

noticed a social impact.” - Female NRC employee, Za’atari 1   

 

A functional market place has developed within the camp of Za’atari. However- and even though the city 

(camp) consists of about an equal amount of men and women, only 4% of the shop owners are women. In 

fact, out of all the residents employed in the camp, very few are women. For example, if you look at the 

number of Cash for Work (CFW) employees, provided by the UN, only 24%  are women .2  

It is quite  common in Za’atari, that the person providing for the family is a woman. This is often due to the 

loss of her husbands, or that her husband has become incapacitated. Za’atari women report that money is 

scarce, and that their family only survives on what is provided by the UN. They also find it challenging to 

find paid work, and in addition to this, one of the greatest challenges they face is the taboo around women 

working.  

However, this is slowly starting to change as people discover the need for -, and the benefits of giving 

women a chance to provide an income for their families. This is amplified through programs provided by the 

UN and NGOs, generating jobs for women, like garbage collectors, tailoring instructors  and more . This 

enables vulnerable households to increase their income, while empowering women through work.3 Being 

economically self-sufficient, creates a stronger sense of dignity and self-worth.   

  

“I improved the conditions of my home and my children, through this job. Things are much better than 

before. After receiving the first two salaries, I was able to purchase a fridge, as I did not have one before. 

With the rest of the money, I bought some clothes for my children. Now I’m able to support my husband who 

is disabled. His legs are injured and prevent him from working.”-Maysoon, a CFW employee through 

ACTED4  

 

 

 

                                                 
1 Interview with female NRC employee in Za’atari 
2 Un official site. Za’atari camp  numbers, nov. 2016 
3 ACTED official site, about Za’atari 
4 Interview with residences in Za’atari, by ACTED 
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ARCHITECTURAL APPROACH 

Safe/ Social / Self-reliable 

We aim to create a private space for women, a place where they can feel safe and strong, and find the tools 

they need for developing a business.   

The Women’s Market is a protected  market place, connected to the UN Women Compound, and has 

workshops, child care, social areas, and retail spaces. The shops are both the barrier and the link between the 

inner market place (the courtyard), and the public market street. The storefronts facing the market street only 

open as windows, creating safety for the women through a physical barrier. Towards the inner market place 

the stores can be opened entirely. 

Providing women with a chance to be self-reliable: strengthening their social networks, and increasing their 

purchasing power - will not only have an immediate social impact improving the well-being of entire 

families, but it will also benefit the Za’atari market’s economy. 

The UN Women in Za’atari is an ideal organisation for this type of project. It offers a wide range of learning 

programs, activities, and jobs for the women in Za’atari, and their compound is located on one of the main 

market streets. However, the system can be implemented anywhere in the camp and connected to any 

organisation who targets women. Our vision is to add to and improve the physical facilities of existing 

programs. 

 

Construction/ Structure 

The Women’s Market can be built, with supervision, by workers with no prior training, and by only using 

common tools. Wages can be drawn a CFW program5.   The scale of the modules and building elements 

ensures that a wide variety of potential workers, both male and female, could be employed during its 

construction. Scaffolding will be used as the load bearing construction system, with gabion walls as the main 

cladding material.  The structure is based on a simple scaffolding system, with a gabion wall as ‘cladding’.   

The scaffolding is low-cost, locally available, durable, and highly efficient in its double-function as 

traditional tool for the erection of the gabion wall, as well as a finished architectural element in itself. This is 

a sustainable system from which the elements can be sold back to the host community up disassembly. The 

gabion wall is assembled using typical steel modules, lined with wire mesh, and filled with gravel, or, 

conceivably, a variety of discarded or unused construction debris that might exist on the site.   The final 

tectonic layer of the project is an arcade of metal arabesque arches draped with local textiles to provide 

shading, colour, and a comforting vernacular archetype.  This canopy structure is as a cultural typology 

reference to the place of origin of the camp residents. This is the only construction element that is not readily 

available on the market, and must be produced in a metal workshop. The textile elements can easily be 

produced in the textile workshops already present in the camp.  The construction system is scalable, and can 

be assembled to form different spatial configurations.  

 

                                                 
5 CFW - Cash For Work 
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BUDGET ESTIMATE 

1 Startup expenses   USD   Comment  

Partners' project costs   -   existing workshops  

Marketing costs    -   through UN Women  

2 Project materials  

Concrete foundation   6,000    

Scaffolding    24,000  

Gabion     37,000  

Natural element: gravel   -   locally available  

Recycled material   -  collected  

Other material    6,000   joints I.e  

Solar system    17,500    

3 Personnel Costs 

unskilled labour   -   

Other personnel costs   3,000   salary proficient work  

4 Service costs  

Purchase market equipmen  -   each tenant produces/ offers own goods  

Repair and maintenance  -   each tenant maintains their own store  

Child Care Program   -   cash for work proposal  

Calculation according to reference project: Re:Build school by Pilosio Building Peace 

 TOTAL PROJECT COSTS  93,500  

 

 

AREA  

GF 650 m2  

1F 90 m2  

TOTAL 740M2  

 

ESTIMATED TIME  

2,183 h  

6h work per day  

15 workers need approx. 25 days  








